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Overview

Kassandra Rebull is an experienced U.S. immigration and nationality law attorney with the

Immigration Practice Group at Gunster. She specializes in a diverse range of business

immigration matters, advising corporate and individual clients seeking nonimmigrant and

immigrant visas to advance their businesses and careers in the United States. A fluent

speaker of both English and Spanish, Kassandra represents clients in preparing immigration

petitions submitted for adjudication by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services and by

the U.S. Department of State in consular visa matters. Her expertise encompasses a

spectrum of visa categories, including:

O-1 and EB-1 Extraordinary Ability Individuals. Recognizing exceptional talent across

diverse fields, Kassandra champions O-1 and EB-1 petitions for individuals with

extraordinary ability in their field, ensuring their contributions enrich American society

and sectors critical to the United States.

H-1B and E-3 Specialty Occupation Workers. With an acute understanding of the needs

of both employers and highly skilled professionals, Kassandra guides clients through the
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E-3 visa and H-1B process, including the H-1B visa lottery, promoting economic growth

through specialized talent acquisition.

L-1 Intracompany Transferees and EB-1 Multinational Executives and Managers.

Kassandra facilitates the transfer of key professionals within multinational corporations,

ensuring they can continue to contribute to the success of their U.S. operations.

USMCA / TN Professionals. Kassandra provides key guidance to Canadian and Mexican

professionals seeking TN visas, facilitating their temporary work assignments in the

United States.

PERM Labor Certification. Kassandra is versed in the intricacies of the PERM Labor

Certification process, facilitating the employment-based green card journey for her

clients.

Kassandra also specializes in family-based immigration matters, such as marriage-based

green card applications and naturalization applications, providing tailored solutions that

address the unique circumstances and objectives of her clients. In partnership with her

clients, Kassandra guides individuals through the intricate process of obtaining lawful

permanent residence and citizenship in the United States.

Given her commitment to excellence and a client-centric approach, Kassandra understands

that immigration solutions must align with individual aspirations and corporate objectives.

To do this, she works closely with clients to develop personalized strategies, providing legal

counsel that empowers them to achieve their goals. With expertise, dedication, and passion

for immigration law, Kassandra strives to serve as a trusted advocate and partner with her

clients as they navigate the complexities of the U.S. immigration system.

Prior to joining Gunster, Kassandra worked as an immigration associate at a national law

firm, where she represented clients in employment-based and family-based immigration

matters. She prepared immigrant and nonimmigrant visa applications for intracompany

transferees, specialized occupation workers, individuals with extraordinary ability, and TN

professionals. Kassandra routinely represented clients before U.S. Citizenship and

Immigration Services in their immigration case interviews.

Professional Associations & Memberships

American Immigration Lawyers Association, 2019-present


